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Geography CURRICULUM
At Kilburn Junior School, Geography is viewed as a creative and highly inter-connected
discipline that is essential to our understanding of the world around us. A high-quality
Geography education provides opportunities for children to appreciate the world around
them, whilst understanding the difference between the natural and Human environment.
Geography is inextricably linked with the values and attitudes of global citizenship which
underpin our curriculum here at Kilburn Junior School. A sound grasp of Geography is
critical to understanding a variety of disciplines such as mathematics, technology,
computing, science and engineering. Without having a sound grasp of Geography,
children will be denied the opportunity to fully appreciate, understand and seek to improve the world around them for
themselves and the rest of the world.

____________________________________________________________________________

INSPIRE CURRICULUM VALUES AND ATTRIBUTES
At the heart of the geography curriculum is the Embark Federation Multi-Academy
Trust values. We understand that only through teamwork can we expedite our learning.
We strive for integrity to enable us to reflect honestly on our achievements and our
learning gaps so that we can experience academic success for ourselves.
The geography curriculum celebrates the rich history of the subject and the contributions
made to it by people from all walks of life and religious backgrounds. It also celebrates
the differences and similarities of people around the world and encourages our children
to develop mutual respect and a tolerance and respect of others.

Geography allows children to demonstrate and develop a multitude of You 22 values:
creativity, independence, inquisitiveness, collaboration, perseverance, self-control,
precision, resilience, communication, positivity and problem solving.

Geography is a multi-disciplined subject that can provide children with the tools to
communicate effectively whilst working as part of a team.

Geography is a practical subject which lends itself to the outdoors. Children are able to
develop many key practical skills and experience how they are useful to us in the real
world.

Locational knowledge
SKILLS
YEAR 3
3A

Locate and name the
continents on a World Map.

3B

Locate and name the
countries making up the
British Isles, with their capital
cities.

3C

Locate and name the main
counties and cities in/around
Derbyshire.

YEAR 4
4A

Locate the main countries
and capital cities of Europe
including Russia.

4B

Identify the main
geographical regions or
counties in the UK.

3C

Identify key Human and
physical characteristics of the
UK.

4D

Identify the position and
significance of the Arctic
Circle, Antarctic circle,
Equator, N. and S.
Hemisphere, Tropics of
Cancer and Capricorn.

YEAR 5
5A Locate the main countries in
North or South America.
Locate and name principal
cities.
5B

Locate and name the main
counties and cities in England.

5C Identify and explain land use
patterns in the UK. Compare
two different regions in the UK
(rural/urban)
5D Identify the position and
significance of
latitude/longitude and the
Greenwich Meridian. Linking
time zones, night and day.

YEAR 6
6A Identify and discuss the key
physical and human
characteristics of North and
South America, (for example:
The Great Lakes, The Great
Plains, The Sierra Madre
mountain system and Gaucho
culture.)
6B Name and locate the key
topographical features of the
UK including coast, features of
erosion, hills, mountains and
rivers.
6C Explain how land use patterns
have changed over time in the
local area/UK.

Locational knowledge vocabulary
KEY VOCABULARY
YEAR 3

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

YEAR 6

3A
Continent, Europe, 4A
France (Paris), Greece
North/South
America,
Africa, (Athens), Germany (Berlin), Spain
Australia, Asia, Antarctica,
(Madrid), Portugal (Lisbon), Italy
(Rome),
Belgium
(Brussels),
Sweden
(Stockholm),
Austria
(Vienna),
Russia
(Moscow),
Republic of Ireland (Dublin),
Netherlands
(Amsterdam),
Denmark (Copenhagen) London.

5A
USA (Washington DC), 6A
The Great Lakes, The Great
Canada (Ottowa), Mexico (Mexico Plains, Sierra Madre Mountain
City), Brazil (Brasilia), Argentina Range, Gaucho Culture.
(Bueno
Aries),
Columbia
(Bogota), Peru (Lima), Venezuela
(Caracas),
Chile
(Santiago),
Ecuador (Quito), Bolivia (Sucre and
La Paz), Paraguay (Asunción),
Uruguay (Montevideo).

3B
United Kingdom of, Great 4B
Britain and Northern Ireland
(London),
Northern
Ireland,
(Belfast),
England
(London)
Scotland
(Edinburgh),
Wales
(Cardiff)

5B

(See Appendix 1)

3C
County,
Derbyshire,
4C City, village,
Nottinghamshire, South Yorkshire,
countryside.
Leicestershire, Staffordshire.

town,

(See Appendix 1 and 2)

6B Coast, Erosion, Hill, Mountain,
River

Land use pattern, urban, rural, 6C Land use pattern, urban, rural,
road, 5C
farmland, greenbelt. Land use
farmland, greenbelt.
change.

4D Arctic Circle, Antarctic circle, 5D latitude, longitude, Greenwich
Meridian, Time Zones.
Equator
Northern and Southern Hemisphere,
Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn.

(N.B. Vocabulary in each year group should be used in addition to those stated for the previous year groups)

Human and physical geography
SKILLS
YEAR 3

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

YEAR 6

3A Describe and understand key
aspects of physical geography
including Rivers and the water
cycle, excluding transpiration.
Briefly describe volcanoes and
earthquakes.

4A Describe and understand key
aspects of Physical geography,
including: climate zones,
biomes and vegetation belts.

5A Describe and understand key
aspects of Physical geography
including coasts, rivers and
the water cycle including
transpiration; climate zones,
biomes and vegetation belts.

6A Describe and understand key
aspects of Physical geography
including Mountains,
Volcanoes and Earthquakes.

3B Describe and understand
Human geography including
trade links in Pre-Roman and
Roman Britain.

4B Describe and understand types
of settlements in modern
Britain: villages, towns, cities.
Compare them to those that
existed in Pre-Roman and
Roman Britain.

5B Describe and understand
types of settlements in Viking
and Saxon Britain, making
comparisons between types of
settlement in modern Britain.

6B Describe and understand the
distribution of natural
resources focussing on minerals
and energy.

3C Describe and understand types
of settlements in Pre Roman
and Roman Britain. Explain
why people chose to settle
there.

5C Describe and understand
Human geography including
trade between UK and
Europe and the rest of the
world.
5D Describe and understand the
distribution of natural
resources focussing on food
and water.

Human and physical geography vocabulary
KEY VOCABULARY
YEAR 3

YEAR 4

3A
Physical geography, River,
Water Cycle, Volcano, Earthquake.

4A
Climate zone (Polar,
Mountain,
temperate, desert,
Mediterranean, tropical), biome,
vegetation belt.

3B Human geography, Trade link, 4B
Roman, Pre-Roman
3C

Settlement

Village, town, city.

YEAR 5

YEAR 6

5A

Coast, transpiration,

5A

5B

Saxon, Viking.

6B

5C

Trade.

5D

Minerals, Renewable energy,
non-renewable energy.

Natural resources. Food and
water.

(N.B. Vocabulary in each year group should be used in addition to those stated for the previous year groups)

geographical skills and fieldwork
SKILLS
YEAR 3
3A

Use maps to locate countries
and describe features studied.

3B Learn the eight points of a
compass, 2 figure grid
reference (maths coordinates), some basic symbols
and key (including the use of
a simplified Ordnance Survey
maps) to build their
knowledge of the United
Kingdom and the wider world.
3C Use fieldwork to observe and
record the human and
physical features in the local
area using sketch maps and
graphs appropriate to Year 3
maths curriculum.

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

YEAR 6

4A Use maps and atlases to
locate countries and describe
features studied.

5A Use maps, atlases and globes to
locate countries and describe
features studied.

6A Use maps, atlases, globes and
digital/computer mapping to
locate countries and describe
features studied.

4B Learn the eight points of a
compass, four-figure grid
references.

5B Use the eight points of a
compass, four-figure grid
references, symbols and key
(including the use of
Ordnance Survey maps) to
build their knowledge of the
United Kingdom in the past
and present.

6B Extend to 6 figure grid
references with teaching of
latitude and longitude in
depth.
Expand map skills to include
non-UK countries.

4C Use fieldwork to observe,
measure and record the
human and physical features
in the local area using a
range of methods, including
sketch maps, plans and
graphs appropriate to Year 4
maths curriculum.

5C Use fieldwork to observe,
measure and record the
human and physical features
in the local area using a
range of methods, including
sketch maps, plans and
graphs appropriate to the
Year 5 maths curriculum.

6C Use fieldwork to observe,
measure and record the
human and physical features
in the local area using a range
of methods, including sketch
maps, plans and graphs, and
digital technologies.

geographical skills and fieldwork vocabulary
KEY VOCABULARY
YEAR 3
3A

Map,

YEAR 4
4A

3B
Compass, North, East, South, 4B
West, North east, North West, South
east, South West. Grid reference, coordinates, symbol, key, Ordnance
Survey.
3C Fieldwork, Sketch map,
Graph.

4C

YEAR 5

YEAR 6

Atlas,

5A

Globes.

6A
Earth.

Four figure grid reference

5B

Compare past and present.

5B
Six figure grid reference.
Latitude. Longitude.

Plans.

5C

5C

Digital mapping, Google

Digital technologies.

(N.B. Vocabulary in each year group should be used in addition to those stated for the previous year groups)

Place knowledge
SKILLS
YEAR 3
3A Understand geographical
similarities and differences
through the study of human
and physical geography of a
region of the United Kingdom.

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

4A Understand geographical
similarities and differences
through the study of human and
physical geography of a region in
a European country.

5A Understand geographical
similarities and differences
through the study of human
and physical geography of
region in a North or South
American Country linked to the
cities that are present there.

YEAR 6
6A

Understand geographical
similarities and differences
through the study of human
and physical geography of
region in a North or South
American Country (linked to
for example: The Great Lakes,
The Great Plains, The Sierra
Madre mountain system and
Gaucho culture.)

Place knowledge vocabulary
KEY VOCABULARY
YEAR 3

YEAR 4

YEAR 5

YEAR 6

Human Geography
Physical Geography
Similarity
Difference
United Kingdom

European Country

North America
South America
City

Great Plains
The Great Lakes
Sierra Madre Mountain System
Gaucho Culture

(N.B. Vocabulary in each year group should be used in addition to those stated for the previous year groups)

*Appendix 1

*Appendix 2

Kilburn Junior School

Domain Taxonomies
DEEPER
LEARNING1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

SURFACE 6.
LEARNING

COGNITIVE

AFFECTIVE

PSYCHOMOTOR

Synthesising – creating new material, 1.
putting together distinct ideas to create a
coherent whole
Evaluating – presenting and defending2.
opinions about information, criticality
Analysing – examining and breaking
down information into component parts
and identifying relationships between
3.
those parts
Applying – using acquired knowledge
in a new situation
Understanding – comprehension may 4.
be demonstrated by describing,
5.
organising or interpreting
Remembering – key information is
memorised

Characterising – 1.
abstract knowledge is
built
2.
Organising –
different pieces of
3.
learning can be
structured and linked4.
within a schema
Valuing – value is
assigned to a piece of5.
learning
Responding – active6.
participation
7.
Receiving – passively
paying attention

Origination – new movement patterns can
be created in response to complex situation
Adaptation – learned responses can be
modified for different situations
Complex overt response – skilful
performance of complex motor patterns
Mechanism – the action has become
habitual and can be performed with some
confidence and accuracy
Guided response – imitation, trial and
error, practice is needed
Set – readiness to act
Perception – the use of sensory cues to
guide motor activity

Taxonomy VERBS
COGNITIVE

AFFECTIVE

Synthesising – Categorizes, Combines,
Compiles, Composes, Creates, Devises, Designs,
Explains, Generates, Modifies, Organizes, Plans,
Rearranges, Reconstructs, Relates, Reorganizes,
Revises, Rewrites, Summarizes, Tells, Writes
Evaluating – Appraises, Compares,
Concludes, Contrasts, criticizes, critiques,
defends, describes, discriminates, evaluates,
explains, interprets, justifies, relates, summarizes,
supports
6.
Analysing – Analyzes, Breaks Down,
Compares, Contrasts, Diagrams, Deconstructs,
Differentiates, Discriminates, Distinguishes,
Identifies, Illustrates, Infers, Outlines, Relates,
Selects, Separates
7.
8.
1.

Applying – Applies, Changes, Computes,
Constructs, Demonstrates, Discovers,
Manipulates, Modifies, Operates, Predicts,
Prepares, Produces, Relates, Shows, Solves, Uses
Understanding – Comprehends, Converts,
Defends, Distinguishes, Estimates, Explains,
Extends, Generalizes, Gives an Example, Infers,
Interprets, Paraphrases, Predicts, Rewrites,
Summarizes, Translates

1.

Remembering – Defines, Describes, Identifies,
Knows, Labels, Lists, Matches, Names, Outlines,
Recalls, Recognizes, Reproduces, Selects, States

Characterising – Act, Discriminate, Display,
Influence, Internalize, Listen, Modify, Perform,
Practice, Propose, Qualify, Question, Revise,
Serve, Solve, Use, Verify
Organising – Adhere, Alter, Arrange, Codify,
Combine, Compare, Defend, Discriminate,
Display, Explain, Generalize, Identify, Integrate,
Modify, Order, Organize, Prepare, Relate,
Systemize, Weigh
Valuing – Accept, Complete, Defend,
Describe, Devote, Differentiate, Explain, Follow,
Form, Initiate, Invite, Join, Justify, Propose,
Puruse, Read, Report, Seek, Select, Share,
Study, Work
Responding – Answer, Assist, Complete,
Comply, Conform, Cooperate, Discuss, Examine,
Greet, Help, Label, Obey, Perform, Practice,
Present, Read, Recite, Report, Respond, Select,
Tell, Write
Receiving – Accept, Ask, Attend, Choose,
Describe, Develop, Follow, Give, Hold, Identify,
Locate, Name, Point to, Recognize, Select, Sit
Erect, Reply, Use

PSYCHOMOTOR
Origination – Arranges, Builds, Combines,
Composes, Constructs, Creates, Designs, Initiate,
Makes, Originates.
Adaptation – Adapts, Alters, Changes,
Rearranges, Reorganizes, Revises, Varies
Complex overt response – NOTE: The Key
Words are the same as Mechanism, but will
have adverbs or adjectives that indicate that
the performance is quicker, better, more
accurate, etc.
Mechanism – Assembles, Calibrates,
Constructs, Dismantles, Displays, Fastens, Fixes,
Grinds, Heats, Manipulates, Measures, Mends,
Mixes, Organizes, Sketches
Guided response – Copies, Traces, Follows,
React, Reproduce, Responds
Set – Begins, Displays, Explains, Moves,
Proceeds, Reacts, Shows, States, Volunteers
Perception – Chooses, Describes, Detects,
Differentiates, Distinguishes, Identifies, Isolates,
Relates, Selects

NOTES

